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Abstract

The ISTsat-1 is a 1U CubeSat developed by students and professors of Instituto Superior Técnico
(IST), with the help from an ESA backed program called Fly Your Satellite (FYS). Its main goal is to
educate students into space science and technology. The mission is to perform a feasibility study of a
wide field-of-view patch antenna built at IST, which receives ADS-B signals from aircraft. The CubeSat
space environment makes it susceptible to mechanical and functional failures, so quality assurance plans
shall be considered. They provide confidence that the design fulfils all mission requirements, by planning
and implementing verification methods. This paper reports such quality assurance plans. They include
the how the team will implement space debris plans, how it will integrate the various subsystems of the
spacecraft (S/C), how it will verify their correct functioning at ambient and environment conditions
and how it will assemble the S/C. The work performed is a conjunction of quality assurance plans to
be implemented that can be reused for future CubeSat projects with the same scope.
Keywords: ISTsat-1, Space Debris, Assembly, Integration, Verification

1. Introduction

Twenty years ago, space exploration was only pos-
sible for large organizations, dependent on public
funding. Now, space is also available to private
companies and university research groups. They
have less funding, human resources and are more
time sensitive. To combat such challenges, new
strategies were implemented. Buying Customer
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products, limiting the test-
ing phase and reducing spacecraft size became norm
[1]. This converged into a concept known as Cube-
Sat, a standardized design of small spacecraft.

The ISTsat-1 team at Técnico, Lisbon, in con-
junction with the European Space Agency (ESA)
initiative Fly Your Satellite (FYS) is designing,
manufacturing and testing their first CubeSat. Its
launch is planned for the beginning of 2020, and has
an expected mission time of almost one year. Since
the major purpose of this project is educational,
most subsystems will be made internally. COTS
products will be used to a minimum in sensitive
and high risk subsystems. Besides this purpose, the
team has a planned mission: to receive and charac-
terize ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance -
Broadcast) signals from aircraft in areas not cov-
ered by ground stations.

CubeSats are Pico or Nanosatellites, with mass
and size that comply with the CubeSat design spec-

ification. They are multiples of 10 cm x 10 cm x 10
cm cubes and maximum mass of 1.33 kg. A 1U
CubeSat has one multiple of that size and mass so,
for example, a 3U CubeSat would be 10 cm x 10
cm x 30 cm and have a maximum mass of 4.00 kg.
Typically, CubeSats are composed of Printed Cir-
cuit Boards (PCBs), stacked on top of each other
and held in place using a proper structure. With
the standardization of CubeSat dimensions, devel-
opment of also standardized deployers was possible.
Beginning with Cal Poly’s P-Pod, now other deploy-
ers such has NanoRacks and ISISpace are one the
market.

This paper presents the quality assurance plans
of the ISTsat-1 team. They are particularly impor-
tant due to the lack of team experience in space
related missions and the relatively low success rate
of CubeSat missions. The product assurance plans
are verification methods that try to find and miti-
gate all risks foreseen during the spacecraft timeline
and also prove design and functional requirements.
The procedure of the spacecraft assembly, integra-
tion, and how it will be handled, stored, transported
and maintained is also detailed, as it is essential for
a successful mission. To mitigate the creation of
space debris, a danger for all future space missions,
a thorough analysis was performed regarding the
ISTsat-1 spacecraft.
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2. Motivation
As motivation for this paper, we will present the
space debris problem and quantify the success rate
of CubeSat missions.

2.1. Space Debris
Space debris is defined as all man-made objects, in-
cluding fragments and elements thereof, in Earth
orbit or re-entering the atmosphere, that are non-
functional (United Nations definition) [2]. They
have become an unintended side-effect of space ex-
ploration and exploitation. Ensuing years without
regard for mitigation measures, the space debris
population has been increasing. Furthermore, it is
involved in collision events, causing fragmentation
debris that pose a considerable risk for operational
space systems. According to an ESA database, 240
break-up events were recorded up to May 2014.
Of those, 30.8% were due to the propulsion sys-
tem; 3.3% to battery; 4.6% to collisions; 25.4%
to deliberate break-ups and the remaining 35.9%
to unknown sources. Most break-up events come
from components storing energy (e.g. batteries,
propellant tanks, high-pressure vessels, momentum
wheels) or from intentional break-ups [3].

Figure 1 shows all objects catalogued by the SSN
(Space Surveillance Network) where there are over
17000 catalogued space debris objects. Analysis of
the figure shows that the amount of debris in or-
bit have been increasing at a relatively constant
pace until the 1990’s. This growth rate decreased
in this decade due to the voluntary implementation
of debris-mitigation guidelines. Then, in 2007 there
is a major and intentional collision event, releas-
ing over 3400 catalogued objects, turning back that
trend. The figure also shows an apparent trend for
the population growth to stabilize in the most re-
cent years. However, a study regarding LEO satel-
lite populations stated that, even if all launches
into space would be stopped, debris would increase
in number due to collision events for at least 200
years [4].

Figure 1: Number of objects orbiting Earth by ob-
ject type and catalogued by SSN [5].

2.2. Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV)
The assembly, integration and verification plan of
all S/C shall be properly thought through to im-
prove the success rate of the mission. This is spe-
cially important for inexperienced CubeSat design-
ers. The success rate of the first CubeSat designed
per organization is only 38%. Only considering Uni-
versities, the rate falls to 35%. The ISTsat-1 is
the first CubeSat designed by our University so the
odds are not in our favour.

From Figure 2, one can see that, from the 454
CubeSats considered from 2000 until the present,
only 17% were a success. Also, 9% failed launch, a
failure not dependent on the S/C designer. Around
39% did not perform the planned mission or it
ended before the mission goals were reached. Such
high failure rates makes us appreciate the impor-
tance of a good AIV planning and executing, as an
essential tool for a good mission return.

Figure 2: CubeSat Mission status from 2000 to the
present, excluding constellations [6].

Past mission design mistakes also makes us learn.
According to 23 independent interviews held in
2017, with academia, industry and government
agencies, totalling 94 small satellites launched, 27
mission anomalies were found [7]. The major-
ity of them could have been avoided with more
ground testing or the design was flawed. From the
interviews, several problems involved communica-
tion failures with the CubeSat, COTS products not
working as specified in their data-sheets and de-
ployables failing to deploy. The interviews yielded
some interesting recommendations, to plan exten-
sively the integration and testing phase, conduct
a risk-based mission assurance, design the S/C for
robustness, easy assembly and disassembly, stock
spare components and perform tests at ambient and
environment conditions, both functionally and me-
chanically.
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3. Verification on CubeSats
3.1. Space Debris

The Space Debris Mitigation assessment on this pa-
per was computed with two tools made by ESA.

The first is MASTER (Meteoroid and space De-
bris Terrestrial Environment Reference) [8]. It char-
acterizes the natural and man-made particles orbit-
ing the Earth and the risk assessment on user de-
fined target orbits. The major inputs for the simu-
lations come from the SSN, ESA’s Database and In-
formation System Characterising Objects in Space
(DISCOS) and from Two Line Elements (TLE).

MASTER is a realistic description of a refer-
ence population, derived from the simulation of all
major space debris sources, such as on-orbit frag-
mentations, solid rocket motor firings, coolant re-
lease, paint flakes, ejecta from impacts of small
particles and natural meteoroids. For each source,
there is a computer model generated in terms of
mass/diameter and orbit change with time. The
population model is used to propagate all debris
sources from May 1, 2009. After this date, three
scenarios are considered to simulate the future space
debris environment. These scenarios are business-
as-usual, intermediate mitigation and full mitiga-
tion.

With the random prediction of future events, the
simulations are performed a number of times, with
each having different random conditions, that is,
the Monte Carlo method. To validate the simula-
tions against real life conditions, inputs from previ-
ous debris creation events are added to the model,
increasing it’s accuracy. Up to this moment, these
simulations are composed of objects larger than one
micrometer in diameter.

The second tool used is DRAMA (Debris Risk
Assessment and Mitigation Analysis) [8]. It is used
in conjunction with MASTER and has the purpose
to enable ESA space programs to assess their com-
pliance with the Agency’s space debris mitigation
requirements. It implements the majority of the
verification methods to prove such compliance, in-
cluding the debris risk for the mission and the ef-
fectiveness of the end-of-life strategy. DRAMA has
five software tools incorporated.

The first is DRAMA-ARES (Assessment of Risk
Event Statistics). It assesses the collision probabil-
ity between and operational spacecraft and objects
orbiting the Earth, the mean number of avoidance
manoeuvres necessary to avoid crash events and the
fuel consumption associated with the manoeuvres.
The second is MIDAS (MASTER (-based) Impact
Flux and Damage Assessment Software). It pro-
vides debris and meteoroid collision flux for a target
orbit, period and particle size range, down to one
micrometer in diameter. The third is OSCAR (Or-
bital spacecraft Active Removal). It computes the

orbital lifetime of a S/C without the use of propel-
lant, taking in account forecast solar and geomag-
netic activity. The fourth is CROC (Cross Section
of Complex Bodies). It computes cross sectional
areas of body-reference fixed, rotating or randomly
tumbling S/Cs. The fifth is SARA (Re-entry Sur-
vival and Risk Analysis). It helps S/C designers
to analyse risks for the human population regard-
ing controlled and un-controlled re-entries, due to
surviving objects on re-entry.

3.2. Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV)

Verification is important for every engineering
project, but specially for S/C due to their opera-
tional environment that limits repairs when there
is an on-orbit failure. It is also important for Cube-
Sats because, even though they are cheaper, sim-
pler and take less time to develop than traditional
S/C, the willing to minimize risks shall be present
at all times. A test plan is essential to check if a
component, sub-assembly, or the whole integrated
S/C performs as expected, both in ambient or space
conditions. It also serves to verify design, security,
reliability and performance requirements from the
developers, launcher and operators.

Firstly, the model philosophy is defined. It spec-
ifies the characteristics of physical models required
to achieve confidence in terms of quality, with cost,
risk and time weighing [9]. One S/C can go through
multiple models during its development, and they
are chosen in case-by-case analysis, according to
cost, acceptable risk and available time. The devel-
opment models, used for design support of the over-
all architecture, interface controls, operational pro-
cedures evaluation and layout optimization. The
engineering models are a more accurate representa-
tion of the S/C, without high reliability parts and
full redundancy. It is used for functional quali-
fication and final validation of the GSE (Ground
Support Equipment), facilities and test procedures.
The Qualification Model (QM) fully reflects the S/C
end design. It is used for functional and environ-
mental tests. The Proto-Flight Model (PFM) is
fully reflects the S/C end design. It will undergo
functional and environmental tests, in proto-flight
or acceptance test levels and durations. If such tests
are successful, the flight model receives the ticket to
space.

Verification methods applied to S/C can be by in-
spection, analysis, review of design or test. All four
are used in the S/C qualification and, during the
acceptance and pre-launch phases, only testing and
inspection are performed. While in orbit, inspec-
tion is only possible for manned missions, analysis
for link or power budgets, review of design for S/C
or software changes and testing is available through
commanded or S/C self-diagnostics.
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The typical order of verification goes from equip-
ment level, to subsystem, system and overall system
level [9]. Equipments can be batteries, sensors, so-
lar panels, and others. Each equipment performs
a specific functionality, and their performance can
be evaluated against their data-sheet or expected
execution. Then, the subsystem is assembled. A
full functionality check is performed and, depend-
ing on the model philosophy, environmental verifi-
cation might be performed. Before the S/C is fully
assembled, subsystems shall be integrated in an it-
erative manner. A common way of doing such in-
tegration for conventional S/C and CubeSats, is by
doing flat-sat tests [1]. In this level, the subsystems
are placed in a ESD (Electrostatic Discharge) pro-
tected table and connected together through power
and communication buses. With this approach, in-
dividual PCB components can be checked against
their expected responses.

Verification at system level is applied to the whole
S/C, to the ground segment and to the launcher,
but only the S/C verification will be referenced
in this paper. Some of the most prominent steps
in such verification are the Full Functional Test
(FFT), Reduced Functional Test (RFT), mission
test, mechanical, thermal and EMC tests [10].

The FFT is performed to verify the S/C func-
tionalities according to the specified mission re-
quirements, in all operation modes, within the con-
straints of what can be simulated on ground. It
is performed at the beginning and at the end of
the test program and, if both outputs are similar
within test tolerances, the integrity of the S/C is
confirmed. The RFT is built from a subset of the
FFT. Its purpose is to provide a high degree of con-
fidence of the S/C proper functioning, in a fast and
semi-automatic manner. It is used between trans-
ports, mechanical or thermal tests and long storage
periods.

Mission tests are mission oriented, they have the
ability to simulate the mission with the events oc-
curring in the actual flight sequence, and test what
is not foreseen by the mission requirements. They
include simulations of mission cases in normal and
contingency situations. The S/C is kept uninter-
rupted on for the whole test.

Mechanical tests are done to simulate and ex-
ceed expected launch conditions, within an accept-
able margin. They verify if the CubeSat does not
pose a risk for other CubeSats in the same deployer,
the launch vehicle and other payloads. For Cube-
Sats, the most prominent mechanical verifications
are physical characteristics measurement, resonance
search, quasi-static load, sinusoidal vibration, ran-
dom vibration and shock [10]. All vibration testing
is performed on a shaker.

Thermal verifications try to prove that the S/C

will survive space conditions, and are typically com-
posed of a bake-out and thermal vacuum cycling.

EMC tests are mostly used for auto-compatibility
tests, meaning that they test if a subsystem or com-
ponent affects others by emitting electromagnetic
waves.

Verification at system level is applied to the whole
S/C, to the Ground Segment (GS) and to the
launcher. When these systems have to work to-
gether, verifications shall take place to ensure that
they actually do. Some examples of such verifica-
tions in the CubeSat community are the communi-
cation link between the S/C and the GS and the fit
test of the S/C with the deployer.

4. Space Debris Mitigation
This chapter aims to verify compliance status be-
tween the ISTsat-1 project and the ESA Space De-
bris Mitigation requirements defined by [3], such as
to prevent uncontrolled growth of abandoned space-
craft and spent launch vehicle stages, to prevent ac-
cidental or intentional debris generation, to prevent
orbital collisions and to limit casualty risk due to
re-entry of space systems.

4.1. Mission Profile
The spacecraft is planned to be launched into the
ISS in a cargo resupply mission in the beginning of
2020. Then, it will be launched from the ISS and
will assume a very similar orbit to the ISS. Since
there is no specific date for the launch, we gener-
ated the historical ephemeris of the ISS using JPLs
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory) HORIZONS system.
The objective was to assess the probable orbit at
launch and build three scenarios: a best, probable
and worst case from debris point of view for the
time until re-entry. That is, the longer the time
in orbit, the worst, as the probability of collision
increases.

The orbit eccentricity is approximately periodic
and with around the same variation over the 10
years considered. Excluding the outliers, we get an
eccentricity between 4.67 × 10−6 and 5.10 × 10−3,
with an average of 1.13 × 10−3. The semi-major
axis varies between 6775 km and 6790 km after
June 2015. Previous to this date, the semi-major
axis varies considerably more, from around 6725
km to 6800 km. We considered as more probable
that, at the time of launch, the semi-major axis
would vary according to the interval between June
1, 2015 and September 4, 2017 because it has a
small variation and it is the closest available data
to the launch date. Thus we get minimum semi-
major axis of 6773 km, maximum of 6790 km and
average of 6782 km. The remaining orbital param-
eters are not as important to determine the S/C’s
orbit lifetime. ISS’s orbit inclination practically do
not vary. The remaining parameters vary periodi-
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cally with time but, since there is no prediction for
the launch date, we considered the values provided
by JPL’s HORIZONS system at September 3, 2017.

4.2. Mission-related objects
Mission-related objects (MROs) are objects sepa-
rated or unintentionally released during a normal
mission phase [3]. Objects larger than 1 mm shall
not be liberated. With the use of components not
subject to the release of objects or the use of space
qualified components on the outermost parts of the
CubeSat, this risk is mitigated.

4.3. Fragmentation and explosion risk
The S/C could break-up during transport to the
ISS. This is mitigated with vibration tests that will
be performed before launch. Note that these tests
will be performed on higher levels than the vibra-
tion intensity output expected from the launcher
and also, that the launch into the ISS will happen
in a resupply mission, subject to lower vibration lev-
els than a typical satellite mission. Another cause
of possible accidental break-up scenario is the de-
ployment of the antennas for communication. To
minimize the probability of this to happen we use
space-qualified and space flight heritage deployable
antennas. Catastrophic collisions could break-up
the entire S/C but, due to its small cross-area and
expected mission duration to be less than one year,
the collision probability is not expected to be con-
siderable, and will be assessed in this paper.

Regarding the explosion risk, only the batteries
posse a risk for the mission because they are the
only component capable of storing energy. To prove
that they hold, have no defects and function prop-
erly in space conditions, they will be tested. Two
different plans are considered to mitigate this risk
and they are present in the AIV plan.

4.4. Pyrotechnic particle release
Pyrotechnic particles are released in random direc-
tions when a device produces thrust in space. To
mitigate the risk of operational space systems, the
device shall expel particles not bigger than 1 mm in
size. Since the CubeSat do not have such devices,
this risk in inexistent.

4.5. On-orbit collision risk
An on-orbit collision risk is necessary to decide if
mitigation procedures have to be implemented (e.g.
avoidance manoeuvres). This was assessed with
ESA’s tool DRAMA-MIDAS. The S/C shall have
collision avoidance capabilities if there is a signif-
icant probability of being in a collision considered
catastrophic. This happens when the event has a
energy-to-mass ratio of at least 40 J/g [3]. The
CubeSat probable mass is 0.9 kg, in the worst-case
scenario it is 1.1 kg and in the best-case it is 0.8
kg. With the lowest mass considered, the minimum

debris mass capable of insuring a catastrophic col-
lision event is of 2.08 × 10−4 kg.

Inputs of the program were chosen to get the
worst-case scenario, that is, the largest on-orbit
collision probability. They are a mission duration
of three years, with no mitigation measures imple-
mented in all launches, debris with weight starting
in 2.08 × 10−4 kg and a over-dimensioned surface
area. With all these inputs, the cumulative colli-
sion probability obtained is of 3.00 × 10−5. In our
case, the collision probability do not pose a signif-
icant risk for the mission and for the creation of
space debris.

4.6. Disposal

Space debris mitigation requirements state that a
space system shall be disposed of after their mission
[3]. This disposal can be controlled or uncontrolled
but, since our CubeSat does not have a propulsion
system, it will be uncontrolled. To assess the Cube-
Sat lifetime we used DRAMA-OSCAR. Three sce-
narios were considered, with initial date of January
1st, 2020 and criteria such as mass, cross-sectional
area, orbital parameters and drag were considered
with respect to each scenario.

The scenarios considered show that the S/C does
not orbit inside the LEO or GEO Protected Regions
after the mission ends, for more than 25 years. The
probable lifetime is of around one year.

Considering a greater change of the ISS orbit
semi-major axis, that is, the variation from 2010,
the worst and best case scenario would change.
They output 0.21 years and 1.98 years for the best
and worst case. The worst-case scenario is within
the requirement, while the best-case is not. The two
factors that contribute for the short mission dura-
tion are low launch altitude and mass. The first
factor is unlikely to happen because, since 2012 the
ISS altitude has been consistently higher. The sec-
ond factor is also unlikely to happen because the
mass has been increasing during the design process.
In case this improbable event happens, additional
mass can be added during the build phase.

4.7. Passivation

Passivation is the process of depleting all energy
sources or making them safe in a controlled way to
prevent break-ups. In our case, since our mission
will continue until the end, no passivation measures
will be implemented.

4.8. Re-entry

To prove that the casualty risk is less than 1 in
10,000 regarding re-entering debris that reach the
ground and could hit people, a tool called DRAMA-
SARA was used. The computation was made by us-
ing the expected atmosphere re-entry point in space
and time, in all scenarios considered. It assumed a
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greater than expected world population and an ac-
curate object definition of the CubeSat, with extra
mass.

The output is that no object survives re-entry,
meaning that the satellite burns-up completely en-
tering the Earth’s atmosphere. This brings no risk
to the human population, fulfilling the requirement
that the casualty risk is less than 1 in 10,000 for the
re-entry.

5. AIV Plan

A AIV in this paper plan the integration and veri-
fication phase of the ISTsat-1 CubeSat.

5.1. Model Philosophy

The ISTsat-1, being a University CubeSat with the
major purpose of student learning, buying COTS
products for the S/C are limited. With that in
mind, COTS products bought for the subsystems
are sensors, transistors, microprocessors, and oth-
ers, but they will be soldered and coated by team
members. At a higher level, other COTS prod-
ucts bought are the deployment switches, sepa-
ration springs, thermocouples, battery cells, solar
panels and the U/V antenna. From all these COTS
products, solely the solar panels and the U/V an-
tenna have flight heritage.

A hybrid model philosophy was chosen by the
team. Firstly, the team will build an Engineer-
ing Model (EM), with all of the S/C components,
except the solar panels and U/V antenna. This
model will undergo functional verification and en-
vironmental qualification testing. As soon as the
team has a considerable degree of confidence in the
hardware and software of the EM, we will build
the Proto-Flight Model (PFM), which will undergo
functional verification and environmental qualifica-
tion levels with acceptance durations.

5.2. Verification Status

Development models were built before the EM. In
the ISTsat-1 CubeSat, those are PCBs and struc-
ture prototypes. The subsystem PCBs are currently
being tested individually and integrated in the pro-
cess known as flat-sat. The structure prototypes
served to consolidate the design and perform fit-
tests to the subsystem PCBs. The ADS-B antenna
has performed the characterization of its prototype
in an anechoic chamber. It was a success and now
the final antenna is being characterized.

At this moment, most of the procedures detailed
in the next sections are waiting for approval. Most
of them were already reviewed by a FYS monitor or
ESA specialist, RIDs were generated and a changed
procedure was sent.

5.3. Verification on Subsystem Level

This test program will happen before the S/C is as-
sembled and integrated. It encompasses procedures
such as soldering, conformal coating, anodization,
battery and attitude determination and control.

In the ISTsat-1 team, soldering will be done “in
house”. The first inspection procedure is visual ver-
ification. Solder connections are acceptable if they
are clean, smooth, visual contour of wires and leads
can be determined and have an acceptable amount
and distribution of solder. Regarding environmen-
tal testing, it is necessary to perform vibrational
testing and thermal cycles with bake-out. The team
plans that bake-out will only be performed during
the test program on subsystem level, after confor-
mal coating have been applied. Vibration and ther-
mal cycles will happen on system level, both in the
EM and PFM models.

Conformal coating will be applied to all PCBs
in the ISTsat-1 CubeSat. It is necessary to pro-
tect them for ground and space handling. An
acrylic conformal coating will be applied “in-
house”. Firstly the team will clean the PCB from
moisture, dust, and other contaminants. The coat-
ing may present bubbles which should go to a vac-
uum chamber before applied on the PCBs. Then, a
operator will apply the coating using a brush and,
if there are bubbles present, they can be popped us-
ing a sharp probe. To ensure a proper out-gassing
of components and also cure the coating, a vacuum
bake-out will be performed to all PCBs. A RFT
shall take place before the coating is applied and
after the bake-out procedure. A visual inspection is
performed after the bake-out.

The aluminium structure will be anodized. It
protects it from cold welding when inside of the
deployer. As the standard to verify a good anodiza-
tion is extreme for the CubeSat standard and the
team do not posses the means to perform such test,
the structure will only be thermally cycled in the
EM and PFM models, following a normal test pro-
cedure.

Battery cells will be bought and assembled into
a battery pack by the team. Although the cells
are COTS products, since the team will assemble
them, they fall to the category of custom made
components, and have to be tested accordingly.
The battery pack is composed of four Lithium-
Polymer cells, each with protections against the
maximum voltage (over-charge), minimum voltage
(over-discharge) and over-current detection. The
ISTsat-1 also has circuits in place to provide bat-
tery level protection. The mechanisms put in place
are redundant, protect both at the cell and battery
level and will be tested separately for any flaw.

The testing approach was based in two docu-
ments [11, 12]. The cells will all be acceptance
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tested and then, from the cells that pass such test,
random cells are chosen to undergo qualification
testing. Cells that go through qualification tests
are then discarded. If the second test is successful,
the accepted cells are used in the EM and PFM.

Acceptance testing is made to all cells. Each
cell is measured against their internal resistance
and then charged/discharged three times. After
it undergoes vibration on PFM levels and another
charge/discharge cycle is performed. Afterwards,
the cells go under vacuum and another cycle is per-
formed. Finally, five cycles are executed and the
internal resistance of the cells is measured.

From the cells that are not degraded, random
cells pass to qualification testing. In this phase they
will undergo a series of verifications such as visual
checks, electromechanical characteristics measure-
ment, charge cycling with high power, over-charge,
over-discharge and external short. The CubeSat in-
ternal battery protection will also be tested. The
cell undergo vibration on qualification levels and
a vacuum environment with temperature extremes,
as expected in space. At the end of the testing,
these cells are compared with their previous charac-
teristics, and if there is not a significant difference,
the qualification is successful.

Other verifications on subsystem level include
calibration of the attitude determination and con-
trol subsystem. A Helmholtz cage will be built for
that purpose, and all sensors will be checked. One
of the most important verification is the flat-sat as
it is where all subsystems are integrated. For that
purpose, a dedicated equipment was built by the
team and the CubeSat behaviour is simulated and
debugged.

5.4. Verification on System Level

This test program will happen when the S/C is inte-
grated and passed all previous subsystem level tests,
both in the EM and PFM.

Firstly, the physical properties such as mass, di-
mensions, centre of gravity and moments of inertia
of the S/C are measured or computed to validate
their compliance with the launch interface and me-
chanical requirements for CubeSats.

Then, the ADCS is characterized once again in
a clean room, and with the help of a Helmholtz
coil. It includes the Sun-sensor, the polarity
and response of the magnetorquers, the mean in-
duced magnetic field of the subsystems and the de-
tumbling algorithm.

The Full Functional Test (FFT) proves a set of
requirements made by the ISTsat-1 and FYS teams.
Such requirements are chosen based on the test ad-
equacy to a fully assembled and integrated S/C, at
ambient conditions and at the beginning and end
of the environmental tests. The first task was to

comb through over 350 requirements and choose
the appropriate ones for the FFT. In order to fa-
cilitate corresponding the requirement to the step,
a spreadsheet was built. There, the author writes
a step-by-step of the test procedure, with the ap-
proach that the operator does not know how to
operate the CubeSat. This provides a more clear
step-by-step procedure, which reduces errors and
provides a repeatable test procedure. The author
writes the step-by-step procedure and the reason
why it made that step, with the reason being the
requirement identification. This makes procedure
changes fast and easy, with automatic step linking.
With the FTT having over 900 small steps, it proves
essential.

The S/C shall be inside of a clean room during
the testing procedure. Operators shall use ESD
wrist bands with the same ground as the S/C and
also clean room equipment. It shall happen in the
order of the step-by-step procedure, which may take
one to two weeks to complete. The S/C is connected
to the computer, powering the S/C, providing wired
communications and displaying the communication
signals from the main bus. The computer sends
messages directly to the S/C, simulates the ADS-B
signals and the Ground Station (GS) commands.
To perform wireless communications, it shall be
connected to two radio emitters in the respective
CubeSat frequencies. Another radio will be needed
to receive the beacon signal from the S/C.

The following step-by-step functional tests were
devised: operational and transient modes, cold
and warm restart, deployment switches and re-
spective timer, crash recovery in each subsystem,
flash test on solar cells, GS to S/C communica-
tions with normal and redundant subsystems, GS
to S/C data rate with different encoding/decoding
and transmission power, update time reference, bat-
tery charging/discharging, battery level and respec-
tive operational mode, turn on with low power,
housekeeping data handling and storage, thermal
cycling software, autonomous S/C diagnostics with
error reporting, commanded diagnostics of individ-
ual subsystems with error simulation and ADS-B
message handling with various filters. At the end
on the procedure, the S/C is restored to a pre-flight
configuration, to avoid surprises when it is turned
back on.

The Reduced Functional Test (RFT) is quick
test, taking no more than 10 minutes, with steps
taken from the FFT. They will be performed be-
tween transports, mechanical or thermal tests, long
storage periods and pre-flight functionality tests.
More details on the S/C packing/unpacking into the
MGSE (Mechanical Ground Support Equipment)
or deployer and RFT procedure for pre-flight main-
tenance were consolidated in the User Manual.
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The Mission Test differs from the FFT because
this is a mission-oriented test. This means that
there are no requirements proven, and the S/C will
be tested according to the expected mission time-
line, including failure scenarios. The step-by-step
procedure devised for this test uses some of the FFT
steps. The difference between the two is that, the
second, uses the timing relative to the orbit time.
This means that the S/C will have to wait to ”pass
over the GS” to downlink its data and receive new
commands, all by using wireless communication.
Even though the S/C is connected to a computer
to charge it and the operator can check on the S/C
status by looking at its data bus, having to wait for
the tele-command windows provide a more suitable
environment for error accumulation.

With the same ADS-B signals repeated each sim-
ulated orbit, the application of ADS-B filters in the
S/C provides a reliable comparison between the cy-
cles. Since the S/C is kept uninterruptedly on for
the test duration, it simulates as close as possible
the data management in the real mission. Failure
events simulated are loss of communication with
the GS and power failure with automatic mission
restart.

Another functional test is the end-to-end test.
Normally it would be done in an anechoic cham-
ber but, in the CubeSat case, by separating the two
systems by some distance and still being able to
communicate correctly, can be considered a good
way to validate them. This test will be performed
after the Mission test and the operational proce-
dures will tested in detail.

The environmental tests will now be mentioned.
They start with mechanical testing, which are de-
pendent on the chosen launch vehicle and CubeSat
deployer. Since they are not known at the moment,
the vibration test levels will not be defined in this
paper.

The test set-up for all mechanical testing is the
same. The CubeSat is placed in a shaker inside of
a metal casing. The shaker has built in accelerom-
eters but, in order to have a more reliable test, ac-
celerometers will be placed inside and outside of
the casing. Typically, a shaker performs vibration
in all three orthogonal axis without having to turn
the S/C.

The test procedure will go axis by axis in the fol-
lowing order: resonance search, quasi-static load,
resonance search, sine vibration, resonance search,
random vibration, resonance search. In the EM, the
casing (or MGSE) will be built by the team, which
was already proposed. It permits access to the
S/C service ports without having to disassemble the
whole MGSE. It is also possible to remove only one
face of the MGSE, making its packing/unpacking
procedure easier. In the PFM, testing is performed

at ESA, inside of a mock-up deployer model.
In both models, the first mode on the resonance

search shall be more than 100 Hz. This test will
verify the vibration simulation made by the team
and verify the S/C integrity when it is performed
between other vibrational tests. The quasi-static
load, sine and random vibration and shock test are
all effects of the environment experienced during
launch, and they are performed with levels specified
by the launch provider.

The thermal environment will also be tested. The
S/C is put inside of chamber capable of simulat-
ing the vacuum environment and the temperature
variation expected in space. The temperature is
recorded using thermocouples and the S/C is con-
nected to a computer for sensor and behaviour
recording, for communications and battery charg-
ing. In the first cycle, the S/C is placed on a vac-
uum, turned off and the temperature is elevated to
60oC for six hours. This cycle is performed to en-
sure proper out-gassing of all components. Then,
the S/C is turned on.

The maximum and minimum operational temper-
ature for each subsystem is limited, in both sides,
by the battery. Such temperature is 60oC and -
20oC, respectively. For the added margin, the max-
imum and minimum test temperature are 65oC and
-25oC, respectively. The thermal cycling is carried
out seven times for the EM, and three times for
the PFM [10]. In each cycle, at least a RFT is
performed for each maximum and minimum tem-
perature. When all cycles are done, the pressure
and temperature return to ambient conditions and
a RFT is performed.

Finally, the EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibil-
ity) test will take place in an anechoic chamber.
It will be performed in the PFM, before and af-
ter the environmental tests at ESA. The antenna
deployment mechanism will be tested in the ane-
choic chamber, before the each EMC test. Due
to the mandatory no operation of the CubeSats
from launch until 30 minutes after separation, only
auto-compatibility is of concern. The test for intra-
system EMC is performed in an anechoic chamber
where the radio frequency link is measured and each
of the subsystems is monitored. During the test, the
emissions of the S/C are recorded. The obtained
data is cross-related to understand the origin of any
non-conform behaviour.

6. Assembly and Integration Procedure
(AIP)

Verification and Integration come together in the
final phase of the S/C assembly. Integration is the
process where components are assembled into a sub-
system, or subsystems and instruments into a sys-
tem, and the verification of the proper function-
ing of the individual parts when they are intercon-
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nected. This section describes the assembling pro-
cedure of the ISTsat-1 PFM CubeSat, and the in-
tegration testing necessary to understand if all sub-
systems or components are properly assembled.

6.1. Operators and set-up

The S/C will be assembled and integrated in a clean
room. All personnel will always wear clean room
related equipment and ESD protections. The op-
erators shall prepare two ESD protected mats on
top of tables: one for the assembly process and an-
other to hold GSE, tools, components and parts.
The mats, operators and other used equipment shall
be grounded to an electrical power outlet. They
shall check if all tools, consumables, components
and parts are present, clean and pose no deformi-
ties, with the help of check-list present in the AIP
document.

Cleanliness shall be kept for the whole project,
including all components, parts, subsystems and
models, with isopropyl alcohol, acetone or lint
free wipes. The parts shall be visually checked,
with special attention to inspections points such
as PCBs (no bubbles, no scratches, PC-104 con-
nection pins strait, no bending), solar panels (no
scratches, no bending, no cracks), hard anodized
part of the structure (no scratches, no cracks,
no discoloured/non-black spots), payload antenna
(no scratches, no cracks) and U/V antenna (no
scratches, not deployed).

All the tools and measurement equipment shall
be calibrated previous to the assembly (e.g. torque
wrench). MGSE is used to both facilitate the as-
sembly of the spacecraft and protect it once it is
assembled. A conceptual MGSE design was pro-
posed at this moment.

The components and parts are all flight capable,
and compiled into a check-list. The subsystems are
spaced between each other with six different spac-
ers, whose dimensions were determined through the
3D model of the CubeSat.

The wiring connectors (from two to twelve pins
or coaxial for the antennas) were discussed with
the team members because the PCBs changed over
time. The 20 wires needed between the connectors
were optimized as to reduce the total length of wires
in the CubeSat, which was determined from the 3D
model. Due to constraints in the assembly such as
manoeuvre space for the operator hands and for vi-
sual checks of the connections, wiring length was
added.

The screw diameter was known but the optimal
length was determined, based on the screw hole
deepness. Spares such as wiring, connectors, screws
and spacers were also added to the list of compo-
nents and parts.

6.2. Step-by-step procedure

The step-by-step assembly procedure is composed
of over 140 steps, with figures and diagrams. This
means that the procedure cannot be presented in
this paper. During the step-by-step assembly pro-
cedure, some procedures are done regularly, such
humidity and temperature checks and photographs.

All screws will be torqued with a specific torque.
To make sure that they hold in place, glue will be
applied to threaded part of the screw. Most screws
will be screwed into place when necessary to hold
parts, as a part of the assembly procedure. They
will not be tightened and glue will not be used until
all screws are in place. Then, one by one, screws
are removed, glue is applied, and they are tightened.
To even load distribution, the screws are chosen in
a specific sequence.

Four thermocouples are fixated, to be used in the
TVC test. To fixate them, a layer of kapton tape
and a thermal conductive glue will be used.

The twenty connector wires needed to connect all
components, their location and wiring were detailed
through the procedure. Most of them go over the
rods, in the direction that causes their length to be
minimal.

Before the solar panels are integrated, the RBF
(Removal Before Flight) connection point shall sim-
ulate the presence of the RBF pin. This is useful to
prevent any unintended S/C power-up. When inte-
gration tests are performed, this pin is removed.

During the assembly, integration procedures will
also take place. Such procedures are composed of
battery checks, EPS power verification, hearth beat
waiting, visual checks, health checks, RFT, dimen-
sional verification and a FFT. After the assembly,
integration and FFT procedures, the S/C is stored.

6.3. Disassembly

Disassembly of the S/C, if needed, shall happen in
a clean room and in the inverse order of the as-
sembly process. Take in attention that no excessive
force should be made. Depending on the reason
for the disassembly, planning for the least intru-
sive disassembly procedure shall be constructed on
a case-by-case analysis. Most connecting points are
on the -X face so, for the most cases, the -X solar
panel shall be firstly removed. Note that the con-
nection wires have to be unplugged when removing
antennas or solar panels, proceed with care. To ease
the re-assembly process, the removed wires shall be
labelled.

Screws that were locked in place with glue shall
be heated before disassembly. To do that, the op-
erator uses a soldering equipment to heat the screw
head until he/she can remove it without excessive
force. The removed screws shall be replaced when
re-assembling the S/C.
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7. Conclusions

This paper has three parts, related to the ISTsat-
1 CubeSat. All parts were based on space indus-
try standards and best practices performed by the
CubeSat community.

Space debris measures are important because
they reduce the probability of fragmentation, col-
lision and hazardous re-entry events. The probable
orbit time is around one year, making disposal ma-
noeuvres not necessary. The fragmentation and on-
orbit collision risk is negligible. The passivation of
the CubeSat at the end of its mission is not neces-
sary because the mission will end when it re-enters.
The re-entry casualty risk is non-existent as the
CubeSat will disintegrate. Up to this moment, an
explosion risk may be caused by the custom-made
batteries. The mitigation plan is to test them ex-
tensively, as described in the AIV plan.

The AIV plan describes when, where and how the
verifications take place. On subsystem level, sol-
dering, application of conformal coating, anodiza-
tion tests, battery qualification, ADCS calibration
and flat-sat verification methods were discussed.
On system level, the AIV plan started with phys-
ical characteristics measurements and ADCS re-
calibration. Then, the FFT and Mission test were
detailed. Several verifications were devised, with a
starting point of team-made preliminary test pro-
cedures, and its merge, update and expansion. The
end-to-end test, where the S/C communicates with
the GS, was also mentioned. To test the S/C, it
is necessary to simulate the launch and space en-
vironment. The launch is simulated by subjecting
the CubeSat to vibrations and the thermal environ-
ment by subjecting it to expected temperatures and
vacuum. Finally, the EMC test with the antenna
deployment test was also mentioned.

The AIP described the process of setting up the
room, all the tools, parts and equipment necessary
to assemble the CubeSat, and the respective as-
sembly and integration testing. During the mis-
sion timeline, the structure changed and the AIP
changed with it. The design changes were com-
panioned with inputs from us, as they impact the
assembly procedure. Also, wiring and routing, ther-
mocouple fixing and torque order and intensity were
detailed. Integration procedures were also imple-
mented.

The future work for the space debris mitigation
compliance is dependant of the battery testing re-
sults. The remaining situations are compliant. In
regards of the AIV and AIP, and due to the mission
timeline, the verifications and assembly described
were planned but not implemented. Without the
hands-on experience, the procedures may need to
be altered. Also, since the CubeSat design is chang-
ing, some procedures may have to be changed. The

MGSE for storage, battery qualification and assem-
bly shall be approved and manufactured. The ser-
vice port wiring for the +X and -Z faces shall be
also manufactured and tested. The software for the
computer, which will communicate with the S/C,
also has to be developed. For the functional tests,
more contingency situations and debug commands
shall be added. The test levels for the vibration
tests shall be defined when the launcher is known.
Also, the environmental tests shall be detailed in
step-by-step procedures.
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